
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

DATABRACKETS SET TO EMPOWER FINTECH STARTUPS AT THE SINGAPORE FINTECH 

FESTIVAL 2023 

 

Cary, Nov 6, 2023  

databrackets, a leading global cybersecurity and compliance solutions provider, is thrilled to announce its 

participation in the Singapore Fintech Festival 2023. This prestigious event marks a significant milestone 

in our commitment to enhancing the global presence of fintech startups by providing cutting-edge 

cybersecurity and compliance services. 

databrackets recognizes the challenges that fintech startups face in today's digital landscape, where 

cybersecurity threats and regulatory compliance are paramount concerns. As a trusted partner, 

databrackets is dedicated to empowering these startups by offering comprehensive cybersecurity and 

compliance solutions tailored to their specific needs. 

At databrackets, we understand that the success of fintech startups depends on their ability to navigate 

complex regulatory environments while safeguarding sensitive financial data. Our participation in the 

Singapore Fintech Festival 2023 is a testament to our commitment to support these startups on their 

journey to global recognition and success. 

At databrackets, we offer a comprehensive suite of services, including ISO 27001 certification, SOC 2 

Readiness & Examination, Compliance with Global Cybersecurity Standards, Ransomware Prevention, 

Security Tech Consulting, and much more. Our services are designed to bolster your cybersecurity 

defenses and streamline your path to compliance and certifications. 

Our team of experts will be on hand at Booth 4E39 at the Singapore Fintech Festival 2023 to provide 

insights, answer your questions, and discuss effective security controls for your organization. Don’t miss 

this opportunity to connect with us and learn how databrackets can help you navigate the complex world 

of cybersecurity, certifications and regulatory compliance. 

To learn more about Databrackets' services and how they can help fintech startups establish a strong 

global presence, visit https://databrackets.com/in-person-events/singapore-fintech-festival/  

 

About Databrackets: 

databrackets is a global cybersecurity and compliance solutions provider dedicated to safeguarding 

businesses' sensitive data and ensuring regulatory compliance. With a team of experienced experts, we 

offer a comprehensive range of services tailored to meet the unique needs of fintech startups and other 

industries. 

https://databrackets.com/in-person-events/singapore-fintech-festival/


For media inquiries and interview requests, please contact: 

 

Srini Kolathur 

Director, databrackets 

sales@databrackets.com 

+1 (866) 276 – 8309 

 

Note to Editors: 

For more information about databrackets and their services, please visit https://databrackets.com/. For 

details about the Singapore Fintech Festival 2023, please visit https://www.fintechfestival.sg/  
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